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6 of 6 review helpful Great series for history geeks By G Kokkinogenis I finally finished this trilogy prequel This 
review is for the trilogy and not just on this book If you re a history buff geek with a focus of the crusades warrior 
monk societies Knights of the Rose Cross Really mystics alchemists Norse mythology shamanism if you re into 
martial arts tactics that vary from med evil fencing to The final book of the Mongoliad trilogy from Neal Stephenson 
and company tells the gripping personal stories of medieval freedom fighters to form an epic imaginative recounting 
of a moment in history when a world in peril relied solely on the courage of its people The shadow of Holy Roman 
Emperor Frederick II hangs over the shattered Holy Roman Church as the cardinals remain deadlocked unable to 
choose a new pope Only the Binders and a mad priest have a hope of From Booklist The third and final volume of the 
Mongoliad saga is nearly as long as the first two volumes combined but it rsquo s as fast paced and page flippingly 
exciting as its two forerunners For the uniniti 
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